What do you need to know about the ReCup system?
It is very important to us that our operations burden our environment as little as
possible, which is why we have introduced ReCups instead of single-use plastic cups.
From August 25, 2022, we will operate with 2 types of ReCup system, the details of
which you can read below.

Free ReCup system
If you choose this, we will serve the drinks in cups without a design for free during your
drink purchase.
We do not charge extra for these cups, but please do not take them home!
This is how you can do the most for the environment.
If you no longer need the cup, drop it off at the several marked collection points in the
Park or drop it off at any of the counters, so that the cup will make it through the
evening undamaged!

Park ReCup-token system
The price is HUF 400/cup for the first purchase
You can buy a ReCup with park design for HUF 400.
You can use our ReCups with our own Park-token system, which works as follows:
1.

A one-time ReCup usage fee (HUF 400) will be charged for your first drink
purchase.

2. After that, with each new purchase, we will exchange your used cup for a clean
one at any of our counters. We cannot pour another drink into a used cup in
accordance with the law of the State Public Health and Medical Service
(ÁNTSZ).
3. At the end of the evening, if you don't want to keep it, you can drop off your cup
at any of our counters, for which you will receive a Park token in return. Contrary
to the procedure in 2021, we do not accept Cup Revolution tokens from 2022.
4. Keep the token, as with this you will get again a ReCup the next time you visit
the Park!

Our cups do not break, so they can be used safely in the wildest party, but we would
like to draw your attention to the fact that we cannot replace a damaged cup that is
unsuitable for further use.
We can't take responsibility for the lost cup.
We also accept Cup Revolution cups sold in other places, however, based on the
legislation of the ÁNTSZ, we cannot fill them with drinks for you, instead you will
receive a cup with Park design.
We do not accept Cup Revolution tokens. In the Park, we use our own ReCup token,
which you can later exchange for ReCup only in the Park.
We do not exchange tokens or ReCup for money.
If one no longer wishes to use the Park token received for the recup purchased before
25.08.2022, one can redeem it at the ticket office or at the Park Shop during the
opening hours - in exchange Budapest Park will give a discount coupon worth HUF
300, which can be used until 31 December 2022 for tickets to Park events (concert,
afterparty, Pöttömkert, ice rink) announced until then. The discount coupon can be
used at the on-site ticket office or in the webshop: www.budapestpark.hu.
One coupon can be used for one ticket purchase.
Thank you for your understanding and for helping us do something for our
environment through your cooperation!

